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ABSTRACT 
 
The quest for an integrated quantum optics platform involving solid state waveguides and cavities 
combined with semiconductor quantum dots has motivated the field of quantum semiconductor 
research for two decades. Demonstrations of discrete quantum light sources, single photon switches, 
transistors, and quantum memory-photon interfaces have become very advanced. Yet the fundamental 
problem that every quantum dot is different prevents integration and scaling beyond a few quantum 
dots. Here, we address this challenge by patterning strain via local phase transitions to selectively tune 
individual quantum dots that are embedded in a photonic architecture. The patterning is implemented 
with in operando micro-laser crystallization of a thin HfO2 film “sheath” on the surface of a GaAs 
waveguide. Using this approach, we tune InAs quantum dot emission energies over the full 
inhomogeneous distribution with a step size down to the homogeneous linewidth and a spatial 
resolution better than 1 µm. As a demonstration, we tune three quantum dots to the same energy 
within a waveguide. This approach is general, and the same principles extend to other solid-state 
quantum emitters and photonic structures.    
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
After much effort over the last twenty years, remarkable progress has been made in all aspects of using 
self-assembled quantum dots (QDs) for quantum information technologies, except one: scaling up the 
number of quantum dots in an integrated system. The combination of bandgap engineering with 
molecular beam epitaxy and modern nanofabrication techniques provides all the tools for building 
quantum optical systems on a chip.  QDs are readily incorporated into solid state diodes for single 
electron injection1, and into photonic architectures with waveguides, high Q cavities and 
superconducting detectors2–4. QDs can be deterministically positioned5–7. They have narrow linewidths 
and large optical dipole moments, couple strongly to solid state cavities8,9, and are efficient 
deterministic sources of high quality single photons10, entangled photons, and cluster states.2,11–13 They 
have a spin memory that interfaces with single photon emission or absorption14, with their strong 
optical nonlinear response enabling single photon switching and control15,16.  Entanglement between a 
spin qubit and a photon qubit17–19, and between two distant spin qubits has been demonstrated20,21.  
 
And yet all this effort has remained focused on single QDs, or at most, two-QD systems. The reason for 
this is that the inhomogeneous linewidth is typically on the order of tens of meV, while the 
homogeneous linewidth, which determines how closely spectral matching must be done, is on the order 
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of 1 µeV. There is little hope of reducing the inhomogeneous linewidth sufficiently through 
improvements in growth, and the odds of finding a set of QDs with the same energy becomes negligible 
beyond a few QDs. Therefore, tuning of each individual QD is required. This is extremely challenging, not 
just because of the tuning range and resolution required, but also because it needs to be done within a 
photonic architecture.  
 
Requirements for a scalable solution to QD spectral inhomogeneity include 1) energy tuning over the 
range of the inhomogeneous linewidth, 2) tuning resolution down to the homogeneous linewidth, 3) 
spatial resolution on the size scale of photonic features (1 µm), 4) optical properties such as the 
radiative linewidth of the QD must not be degraded by the tuning, 5) compatibility with photonic 
architectures, and 6) minimal fabrication overhead.  
 
Much attention has been devoted to overcoming the spectral inhomogeneity of QDs, yielding a variety 
of approaches that address a number of the requirements listed above. One of the most promising is the 
application of strain using piezo-electric actuators that has enabled wide control of QD emission 
frequencies with high precision22–25. This comes at the cost of a relatively large fabrication overhead, 
especially with regard to tuning QDs independently on the same chip, with little prospect for 
independent tuning within the same waveguide or cavity. Dielectric capping layers have also been used 
to shift QD emission frequencies via strain, with thicker layers producing larger shifts,26,27 but this 
approach does not permit real-time feedback or localized tuning. Rapid thermal annealing also provides 
long-range tuning by changing the composition of the QD,28,29 with laser annealing offering the prospect 
of local tuning,30,31 but the requisite high temperatures (> 650 C) can damage the semiconductor 
material, leading to degraded QD emission. Short-range tuning has been accomplished using the Stark 
effect via electrical bias,32 temperature,33,34 AC Stark shift,35 Raman emission36,37, and strain induced by a 
phase change material.38  
 
Here, we demonstrate an approach that satisfies all of the above requirements simultaneously. Using 
laser modification of the crystal structure of a thin encapsulating layer of HfO2, we introduce a 
controlled mechanical strain in specific areas of photonic structures with submicron spatial resolution. 
This is done to provide each QD of interest with a local strain field optimized to bring its emission energy 
to pre-selected values. We use InAs QDs embedded in GaAs waveguides that include n-i-n-i-p diodes, 
where the QD charge state can be deterministically controlled. By tuning the trion (X-) optical transition 
of three QDs to the same emission energy within a single waveguide, we show that this approach is 
scalable, with the potential for creating networks of many QDs with identical emission energies. 
 
 
APPROACH 
 
We accomplish this by conformally coating a suspended GaAs waveguide containing a low density of 
InAs QDs (1/m2) with a thin amorphous film of HfO2 via atomic layer deposition (ALD). See Fig.1. By 
tightly focusing a 532 nm cw laser on a region of the waveguide containing the target QD, the 
temperature is locally raised to the HfO2 crystallization temperature (400 C) inducing crystallization 
within a region that can be smaller than the laser beam diameter. A complete amorphous to crystalline 
transition results in a roughly 3% reduction of HfO2 volume39 compressing the semiconductor within the 
partially crystallized sheath. This induced strain blue-shifts the QD emission energy with no measurable 
change in linewidth and little effect on nearby QDs. The magnitude of the strain is defined by 
geometrical factors, the HfO2 Young’s modulus, and by the degree of crystallinity within laser-treated 
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regions of the HfO2 film. The latter can be controlled by adjusting the laser power and the exposure 
time. 
 
 
Fig. 1 Schematic of the energy tuning approach and sample overview. a, A laser is used to locally heat a GaAs waveguide, 
which crystallizes a small region of an ALD HfO2 thin film. The resulting compressive strain shifts the emission energy of a QD 
underneath the crystallized region. Electron backscatter diffraction measurements on and away from positions that have been 
laser heated confirm HfO2 crystallization. b, Right: Cross-sectional SEM showing conformal ~40 nm HfO2 film. Left: GaAs 
membrane heterostructure with n-i-n-i-p regions to deterministically charge the QDs with electrons.  
 
After laser heating, electron backscatter diffraction provided clear signatures for crystallized HfO2, 
indicated by the presence of Kikuchi lines for the laser-heated spot (Fig. 1a). Local crystallization was 
demonstrated by scanning the electron beam along the length of the waveguide, with a clear distinction 
between the amorphous and crystallized regions. The laser-heated spots were found to be 
polycrystalline from the random rotation of the Kikuchi line patterns for different positions within laser-
heated regions (see Supplement Fig. S3). This points to crystallization from multiple nucleation sites, 
consistent with the crystallization behavior of ALD HfO2 from previous studies40. In that scenario, the 
gradual increase in strain necessary to controllably shift the emission energy of a QD originates from 
increasing the volume fraction of crystallized HfO2 in a given area. Electron diffraction measurements 
were also performed on other samples after rapid thermal annealing, from which a similar HfO2 
polycrystalline structure and an approximate crystallization temperature of 400°C were determined.  
 
We find that film morphology is important. We found that films deposited at 300°C provided energy 
tuning over a wider range, as well as better control than one deposited at 200°C. This can be understood 
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from the morphology of the film that develops during deposition. The films deposited at 300°C were 
significantly rougher than those at 200°C as measured by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and 
atomic force microscopy (see Supplement Fig. S1-2). An SEM image of the membrane surrounded by a 
40 nm HfO2 film deposited with ALD at 300°C is shown in Fig. 1a. The rough surface structure may 
indicate that crystal nucleation sites form for a deposition temperature of 300°C.40 In Ref. 40 a similar 
surface morphology corresponded to only a small volume fraction of crystalline HfO2. From the rough 
structure measured with SEM and AFM, we hypothesize that there is an initial nucleation of crystallites 
during deposition40 at 300°C of approximately 100/m2, which then readily grow in size upon laser 
heating to 400°C. For the 200°C film, nucleation is very sparse (see Supplement Fig. S1-2). The relatively 
fine-grained polycrystalline structure obtained at the higher deposition temperature is the likely source 
of the good resolution in the control of the QDs, both spatially and in energy, as we will show below.      
 
QD ENERGY TUNING 
 
 
Fig. 2 QD tuning curves. a, Tuning the emission energy of a single QD in a 1.5 µm waveguide by increasing the heating laser 
power (the power was measured before the focusing objective), with the emission measured between laser exposures. It 
should be noted that the requisite laser power depends on the position on the waveguide, as well as the waveguide width. b, 
Tuning the emission energy of a single QD in a 1 µm waveguide via repeated exposures of a 532 nm laser (2.7-3 mW, 1-10s 
exposures). Points correspond to the change in X- emission energy measured between exposures. The inset shows the X- 
spectrum at various points along the tuning curve compared to a typical ensemble spectrum with a fwhm of 30 meV. 
Because only a very small volume of the structure is heated, laser-induced crystallization can be initiated 
at cryogenic temperatures (6 K), laser heated to 100s of °C, and cooled back down very quickly. Using 
this approach, the photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of an individual QD was probed with a second laser 
(890 nm) immediately after each heating exposure, with the QD already cooled back to low 
temperatures, providing real-time feedback. This approach is demonstrated in Fig. 2a by ramping the 
power of a 532 nm heating laser with 5s exposures, measuring the change in the X- emission energy 
between exposures. QD tuning curves obtained in this way serve as a calibration for the appropriate 
power to use for an optimized tuning procedure. Incrementally increasing the power even for very short 
exposure times leads to a highly nonlinear increase in emission energy with large steps and eventually 
the sudden destruction of the diode and membrane. Instead we find that better control and larger range 
can be achieved by multiple exposures at fairly low power. With this optimization, it is possible to tune 
the emission of a QD more than 65 meV with small intermediate steps, as shown in Fig. 2b. The points in 
this figure are the X- emission energy peaks measured between exposures of the 532 nm heating laser 
(power: 2.7-3 mW) with a duration of 1-10 seconds. The heating laser power is then increased if 
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necessary to increase the rate of crystallization. The inset in Fig. 2b compares the X- spectrum at various 
points along that tuning curve with a typical ensemble spectrum (fwhm 30 meV), clearly demonstrating 
that the entire inhomogeneous distribution can be covered.  We note that we also obtain significant 
energy shifts with thinner HfO2 films also. For example, even with a 5 nm thick film we obtain shifts of 1 
meV. The conditions have not yet been optimized for thinner films and we focus here only on results 
from 40 nm thick films.  
 
 
SPATIAL RESOLUTION 
 
 
Fig. 3 Spatial resolution of QD tuning. Energy tuning as a function of distance from the laser-heated site showing the spatial 
resolution of the technique. The relative position of each QD is determined by fitting to the intensity of the laser in optical 
images of the waveguide (see Supplement Fig. S6), with five different examples shown. The yellow points shown on the inset 
SEM mark the positions for the example shown with purple circles in this figure (with positions relative to the 5th point from the 
left). 
 
The data in Fig. 3 demonstrates independent tuning of QDs in the same waveguide. This was 
accomplished by recording the spectra of QDs located in different positions along a waveguide and then 
tuning the emission energy of a selected QD. The spectra of the other QDs were then re-measured. The 
points in Fig. 3 indicate the change in the QD peak emission energies after tuning a target QD. The QD 
positions were identified in optical images of the waveguide using the location of the probe laser at 
maximum QD emission intensity (see Supplement Fig. S6). The position of 0 µm corresponds to the 
location of a QD under the center of the heating laser, and the relative positions of the other QDs were 
recorded. For example, the yellow points on the inset SEM correspond to QD positions for the data 
shown with purple circles. The left-most point corresponds to the position of a QD that was tuned 17 
meV, after which the spectral shifts of the other QDs were recorded and plotted against their relative 
positions. Generally, we find that there is very little shift in QDs that are more than 1 m from the 
center of the heating laser spot. In fact, we have cases in which a second QD is within the laser spot and 
shifts very little. For example, the first two green square points in Fig. 3 show that the energy shift 
(37.25 meV) for a QD at the center of the heating laser spot is 8× greater than a QD < 400 nm away (4.3 
meV). Therefore, we conclude that under appropriate conditions the spatial resolution can be 1 m or 
less.   
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Fig. 4 Finite element simulations of the temperature and strain profiles. a, Finite-element modeling of the thermal profile of a 
diffraction-limited 532 nm laser spot at the center of a waveguide for three different laser powers. The horizontal dashed line is 
the approximate HfO2 crystallization temperature (400°C), and the gray rectangle shows the 1D spatial extent that would be 
above this temperature for a laser power of 2.5 mW. b, Simulation of the biaxial strain that results from a 0.5 µm HfO2 
crystallized ring around the waveguide. 
 
Finite element modeling of the thermal profile (Fig. 4a) and the mechanical strain associated with HfO2 
crystallization (Fig. 4b) provides additional insight into these results. The temperature distribution within 
a 1 um wide waveguide appears predominantly 1-dimensional (for given 532 nm laser power and beam 
diameter) and suggests that a thin slice of the beam can be elevated above the crystallization 
temperature of HfO2 (indicated by the dashed horizontal line). To estimate the value of the mechanical 
strain attainable through the laser treatment we assume that the crystallized part of HfO2 film forms a 
narrow bracelet around the GaAs beam. A simplistic assumption of a threshold-like crystallization 
process is made (similar results are expected for Arrhenius crystallization kinetics) and we calculate the 
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strain within the beam in the proximity of the central plane, at the level where the QDs are located. The 
gray rectangle in Fig. 4 indicates the spatial extent of crystallization for a 532 nm laser power of 2.5 mW. 
A compressive biaxial strain  is determined from the model using Young’s moduli of HfO2 and GaAs to be 
150 GPa41 and 85.5 GPa42, respectively, and a HfO2 density of 9.38 g/cm3  (amorphous) and 9.68 g/cm3 
(crystalline)39. The simulation results in Fig. 4b assumed a fully crystallized 0.5 um wide region, indicating 
a very sharp decrease in strain beyond the crystallized area. Relating the biaxial strain values in Fig. 4b to 
the calculated strain vs. QD energy shift in Ref. 23 yields an energy shift of 30 meV, a magnitude 
consistent with what we observe. 
 
 
 
Fig. 5 Tuning quantum dots into resonance within a single waveguide. a, Tuning curves for three QDs located at positions 
indicated in the inset to the same energy. b, High-resolution Fabry-Perot measurements of all three QDs simultaneously on an 
output coupler, where the peaks are resonant at a bias of 0.62V. c, PL as a function of applied bias measured on an output 
coupler. The trion (X-) and neutral excitons (X0) for each QD are labeled. A fourth QD was also tuned to the same energy, but 
appears at a more forward bias. 
 
TUNING QDS INTO RESONANCE 
 
We leverage the spatial resolution demonstrated in Fig. 3 to tune the X- transition of three QDs to the 
same energy in a waveguide as shown in Fig. 5. The positions of the QDs are indicated in the inset of the 
waveguide in Fig. 5a, and each QD was sequentially tuned to the target energy, using a lower heating 
laser power to achieve small steps in energy (compared to the long-range tuning shown in Fig. 5). The 
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high-resolution Fabry-Perot spectrum in Fig. 5b confirms that the three QDs are in resonance at the 
same bias. These spectra were obtained through the waveguide by exciting and measuring at one of the 
output couplers after the QDs had been tuned. Each of the three QDs has a slightly different Stark shift, 
and the divergence of the three X- peaks can be observed in the Fabry-Perot spectra with increasing 
bias. The full PL bias map showing the X- charge state of the QDs, with QDs 1-3 in resonance at 0.62V is 
displayed in Fig. 5c. A fourth QD is also seen at a slightly higher bias. Although this fourth QD was tuned 
to the same energy, the bias range over which an electron is stable does not overlap with those of the 
other three. This is due to variability in the charge stability regions for different QDs, as well as a shift 
toward forward bias that occurs with tuning (see Supplement). Extending beyond three QDs within a 
single waveguide is possible, even with the low QD density used here (1/m2).  
 
 
DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK 
 
We have demonstrated a scalable approach to overcome the spectral inhomogeneity of InAs QDs, which 
has been one of the most difficult challenges not only for QDs but all solid-state quantum emitters. The 
approach involves patterning strain to locally tune QD emission energies via laser-induced crystallization 
of a thin film deposited on the surface of a photonic structure. We have shown that QDs can be tuned 
across the inhomogeneous distribution with a resolution down to the homogenous linewidth. Combined 
with the sharp spatial resolution, we have shown that multiple QDs can be tuned into spectral alignment 
within a single waveguide.  
 
The principles of this approach are general and can be extended to other photonic structures such as 
nanowires26,27, micropillars43, and photonic crystals. We have confirmed this by tuning QDs embedded in 
photonic crystal cavities. In this initial effort we found that the cavity resonance also shifted, though by a 
smaller amount, which enabled tuning a QD through a cavity resonance. The change in the cavity 
resonance is likely because of a small difference in refractive index between amorphous and crystalline 
HfO2. There is also the prospect to address spectral inhomogeneity in other emitter classes, for example 
defects in diamond44 or SiC45. The strain sensitivity of the optical transitions of the NV center in 
diamond46, for example, is similar to QDs used in this work47, but has an inhomogeneous distribution 
much narrower than QDs, which could compensate for diamond’s higher Young’s modulus.  
 
We have chosen to demonstrate this technique with HfO2 and have demonstrated that its properties are 
well suited to this application. The crystallization temperature (400C) is fairly low, and well below 
both the melting temperature of GaAs and also below where there is significant migration of beryllium 
and silicon in our diode structure. Furthermore, with a Young’s modulus almost twice that of GaAs, 
much of the strain is taken up in the GaAs, while the ability to conformally coat around the membrane 
with ALD enhances the effect. Nevertheless, there may be other materials that are as good or better in 
particular ways. For example, a material with a lower crystallization temperature might be advantageous 
in certain cases. Also, it could be useful after crystallization to regain the amorphous state by melting 
the film with a high energy laser pulse. This is not feasible with HfO2, but is possible with phase-change 
materials such as GeSbTe38,48. We have focused completely on strain engineering here, but as we noted, 
there is also a change in dielectric function that could be additionally useful, for example, in tuning the 
resonance of photonic crystal cavities. Phase transitions could also be used to tune vibrational 
frequencies of mechanical resonators.49 
  
Here we have focused on tuning the PL transition energies, however, there are additional changes in the 
spectra. While there is no measurable change in the homogeneous linewidths, there are changes in the 
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relative energies and onset voltages of transitions arising from different charge states in the PL bias 
maps that arise from strain-induced changes in confinement. These have been studied in detail in earlier 
work with piezo-electric actuators,23,24 and we simply summarize these effects in the Supplement.  
 
We anticipate that this work will substantially impact the development of scalable InAs QD-based 
photon sources, and could enable on-chip photonic quantum information processing.50 Further, because 
of the foundational role of entanglement for quantum technologies, an important milestone that may 
now be within reach is an extended network of entangled electron (hole) spin qubits connected with 
flying photon qubits. Beyond quantum technologies, this work may enable new approaches to non-Von 
Neumann on-chip optical computing with neuromorphic information processing.51  
 
METHODS 
 
Sample structure  
InGaAs QDs were grown by molecular beam epitaxy within a membrane diode heterostructure on 
an n-doped GaAs substrate. The diode allows injection of electrons into the QD. The 
heterostructure consists of a 0.5 m Si-doped (n-type) GaAs buffer, 950 nm of Si-doped Al0.7Ga0.3As, 
30 nm Si-doped n-type GaAs; 30 nm undoped GaAs; InGaAs QDs grown with a partial cap (nominal 
2.7 nm) followed by a brief anneal; 71 nm undoped GaAs; 10 nm n-type Si-doped GaAs; 10 nm 
undoped GaAs; and 30 nm p-type Be-doped GaAs. The intermediate n-type layer in this n-i-n-i-p 
diode reduces the forward bias required to charge the QD, avoiding high currents through the 
device52,53 The waveguide patterns are produced using electron beam lithography and a SiCl4-based 
inductively coupled plasma. The Al0.7Ga0.3As is undercut with 10% hydrofluoric acid. Electrical 
contacts are made with indium to the p-type layer and to the back of the n-doped substrate. The 
waveguides are 184 nm thick, 15 m long and either 1, 1.5 or 2 m wide. They are terminated with 
semi-circular grating outcouplers.47 
 
HfO2 ALD 
HfO2 thin films were deposited in a commercial ALD tool at both 200˚C and 300˚C by atomic layer 
deposition (ALD) using Tetrakis(ethylmethylamido)hafnium(IV) (TEMAH) and H2O as metalorganic and 
oxidation precursors. The TEMAH and H2O were maintained at temperatures of 75˚C and 20˚C, 
respectively.  The HfO2 growth rate was 0.8 Å/cycle, measured by spectroscopic ellipsometry using a 
Cauchy optical model fit from 193 nm - 1650 nm. Film thickness was measured on Si 110 monitor 
coupons included in the same deposition batches as the GaAs substrates, after the samples had cooled 
to room temperature but prior to air exposure. 
 
Measurement system and laser-induced crystallization of HfO2  
Samples were measured in a closed-cycle cryostat operating at 6K using a confocal microscope with 
mutually-aligned 532 nm heating and 890 nm NIR probe paths. QD tuning was automated by shuttering 
the green heating laser path and measuring the NIR-excited photoluminescence bias map. Although the 
spectral resolution of this system is 50 µeV, the emission peak position can be determined with a 
resolution of less than 1 µeV. A fiber Fabry-Perot with a 2.4 µeV resolution was used for higher 
resolution measurements of QDs that had been tuned to the same energy. The spectra of QDs within a 
waveguide were simultaneously measured by exciting and collecting on output couplers. The position of 
the QDs in waveguides was determined with a resolution of <170 nm from the location of the probe 
laser in optical images. 
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The heating laser power required to achieve the appropriate temperature depends on the thermal 
transport properties of the photonic structure. For suspended waveguides, the center of the waveguide 
is farthest from the bulk GaAs substrate heat sink and therefore requires a factor of 1.5-2 lower power 
than near the edges. The tuning procedure was optimized by ramping the laser power on different QDs 
located in different waveguide positions with automated control of the laser power, exposure time, and 
measurement of NIR laser-excited QD photoluminescence bias maps. The QD energy shift vs. power for 
different waveguide positions (see, for example Fig. 2a) served as starting points for subsequent QD 
tuning, enabling more efficient long- or short-range tuning. We find that we can consistently achieve 
shifts greater than 30 meV, with more than 20 examples thus far. The rate of the energy shift for a given 
laser power depends on a number of factors, including the position on the waveguide, variations in QD 
strain sensitivity, and the laser-processing history.  
 
A liquid crystal noise eater was used to stabilize the green laser power because relatively small power 
fluctuations can significantly affect the local temperature. The QD energies were stable while the sample 
was maintained at low temperature for ~4 months. Thermally cycling the sample up to room 
temperature resulted in QD red shifts on the order of 150 µeV, including QDs that were not tuned. This 
may originate from strain built in by the sample mounting procedure in which silver epoxy is used to 
mount it to the chip carrier, and thus may be mitigated in the future. 
 
The small steps in energy for the tuning curves in Fig. 5a were achieved by using a laser power lower 
than that used for the long-range tuning in Fig. 2. For QD1, these steps were as small as 1 µeV, with an 
average step size of 6.6 µeV for the entire curve (neglecting the first point). Small, seemingly stochastic 
red shifts in the emission energies are also evident in these tuning curves. The magnitude of these shifts 
scale with energy step size (for example, compare Fig. 2b and Fig. 5a), and may originate from the 
vibrational stability of the system and/or tensile strain introduced by HfO2 crystallization away from the 
QD location.  
 
The spatial extent of crystallization determined from electron diffraction measurements included the 
effect of electron beam drift due to GaAs charging. However, repeated scans over the same crystallized 
regions yielded consistent values of < 0.5 µm. In addition to the polycrystalline nature of a crystallized 
region evidenced by the Kikuchi patterns (see Supplement Fig. S3), it was also observed that there were 
positions within a crystallized region that did not display Kikuchi patterns. This supports the conclusion 
of crystal growth from multiple nucleation sites. Thinner HfO2 films allowed smaller, but significant 
energy tuning ranges (20nm: 6 meV, 5 nm: 1 meV). 
 
The data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding author upon 
reasonable request. 
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FILM MORPHOLOGY 
We show complementary measurements of the surface morphology resulting from 40nm HfO2 ALD 
depositions at temperatures of 200C and 300C in Figs. S1 (cross-sectional SEM) and S2 (AFM). The 
rough surface structure evident in both the SEM and AFM of the 300C film has previously been shown 
to originate from crystallites that nucleate during growth.1 In that work, it was also shown that only a 
small fraction of the total volume was crystalline. There were no Kikuchi lines evident from electron 
backscatter diffraction for as-deposited 300C films, but this is likely due to a similar small volume 
fraction of crystalline HfO2. From the AFM image in Fig. S2 of the as-deposited 300C film we estimate 
an areal density of about 100 nucleation sites/µm2. This provides an ensemble of crystal growth sites for 
laser heating and results in a relatively fine-grained polycrystalline film. 
 
Fig. S1 Cross-sectional SEM of a cleaved edge of the GaAs membrane with HfO2 deposited at (a) 200C 
and (b) 300C.  
 
 
Fig. S2 Surface morphology measured with atomic force microscopy of HfO2 deposited at (a) 200C and 
(b) 300C. 
(a) (b) 
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Fig. S3 QD tuning curves obtained for samples with HfO2 films deposited at (a) 300C and (b) 200C. 
Note the different scales on the vertical axes for (a) and (b). 
 
As mentioned in the main text, the widest range and most controllable QD tuning was accomplished 
with 40 nm films deposited at 300C. In Fig. S3 we show examples of tuning curves for films deposited at 
200C and 300C, obtained with similar tuning procedures. In addition to the difference in tuning range, 
there is also a red shift in the emission for the 200C film which was a consistent observation. One 
hypothesis for these differences is that the 200C film has fewer initial seed crystals, while when 
deposited at 300C, HfO2 films have a fine-grained ensemble as indicated by the film morphology shown 
in Figs. S1-2. Consequences of this include a variable strain tensor for films deposited at 200C, sensitive 
to the precise positions of relatively few crystal nucleation sites. Clearly, HfO2 film properties can 
substantially impact the subsequent tuning behavior, and additional attention will be important for the 
future optimization of this approach. 
 
 
ELECTRON BACKSCATTER DIFFRACTION 
 
Laser-induced crystallization of HfO2 is confirmed with electron backscatter diffraction, where the 
patterns in Fig. S4 originate from different crystallite orientations within laser heated spots. Within 
single laser-heated spots, we observed Kikuchi line rotations as well as regions with no apparent 
patterns.  
 
 
 
Fig. S4 Electron backscatter diffraction Kikuchi patterns showing polycrystalline nature of different 
positions in a laser-heated spot on a suspended waveguide. 
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HOMOGENEOUS LINEWIDTH 
 
Fig. S5 High-resolution Fabry-Perot spectrum before and after two energy shifts, demonstrating that 
there was a negligible change in linewidth for the X- charge state.  
 
 
QD CHARGE STATE AND BIAS DEPENDENCE  
 
In this paper, we have focused on tuning the energy of the X- transition, but there are changes to other 
aspects of the QD that may be important, depending on the application. In Fig. S6, we show the 
emission spectra for a single QD after several large strain shifts where some of these changes are 
evident. Changes in the energy splittings between the differently charged excitons is evident. These 
energy shifts are due to changes in the Coulomb energies due to the changes in biaxial strain as 
discussed in detail in earlier work.2 In addition, it can be seen that the electrical bias over which the 
charge states are stable shifts up, which is qualitatively consistent with an increase in confinement 
energy.3 The bias at which the X- becomes stable is plotted in Fig. S7 along with three more examples.  
This effect must be accounted for if a diode is used to deterministically charge the QDs as we are doing 
here. 
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Fig. S6 PL bias maps showing the charge states of a single QD prior to and after three energy shifts (E) 
of the X- charge state resulting from laser heating exposures. 
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Fig. S7 Change in the single-electron charging point as a function of tuning the X- energy for several 
different QDs. 
 
 
DETERMINATION OF QD LOCATIONS IN WAVEGUIDES 
 
 
 
Fig. S8 (a) Optical images of a waveguide with the bright excitation laser stepped along the waveguide. 
(b) The positions of the QDs are determined in scale-calibrated images by fitting a horizontal slice of the 
pixel values in the images. This data corresponds to the example shown with purple circles in the Fig. 3 
in the main text. The vertical dashed lines point to two peaks separated by 236 nm, which correspond to 
the first two purple circles in Fig. 3 in the main text. 
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